Semi empirical analysis of proteins and
analysis of long chain polymers(bonding via 
stacking and H-bonding)

INTRODUCTION

my work basically comprised of analysis of protein molecules and studying their interactions when they
are in long chains . It also initially involved construction of amino acids from scratch and then joining
together by various possible peptide bonds and analyzing their DLMO’s and bonding pattern .
the programs and tools used for this analysis were gauss view and gaussian03 . gauss view is basically
used to formulate and visualize a molecular skeleton in 3-d . It has all the tools for editing and creating
bonds and structure , altering bond lengths , bond angles and all other stereo chemical properties . In
short its an interactive platform for creating and editing molecules . Gaussian , on the other hand was
used for optimizing structures created in gauss view by using various techniques such as Hartree fork
and semi empirical methods .

CREATING MONOMER UNITS
(Tree

Branch Method)

(excerpt from modelling of interfaces in emulsion explosives PhD thesis)
The potential energy functions used in molecular mechanics calculations , ensure that a large number of
minima (other than the true global minimum) are present on the potential energy surface the presence
of a large number of minima , makes it impossible to identify the global minimum from a single
minimization . Hence the proposed method is the tree branch method, by which extensive
computational times are avoided by using minimum energy conditions to eliminate large portions of the
tree, and the number of structures to be evaluated .
The proposed method begins by minimizing a small
precursor of the target molecule , which is identified from a functional group in the molecule . For
example , in case of oleic acid , the smallest precursor are formic acid , ethylene or ethane . A minimum
is first defined for one of the precursors , and the molecule is grown one heavy atom (non hydrogen) at
a time . Each new heavy atom is entered at the position of one of the hydrogens , on the atom it is being

attached to . The appropriate number of hydrogens are added to the new atom , and structure
minimized . The procedure is repeated for all other hydrogen positions on older substrate , and only the
lowest energy structure is retained to continue the growth . For a sp3 hybridized atom such as carbon in
R-CH3 , three minimizations are needed for each new substituted atom . By selecting the lowest energy
conformer , a very specific path is followed along the energy trees .
The proposed method does not necessarily identify the overall global minimum , or all the the lowest
energy minima . However , it has a very high probability of identifying one of the lower energy
conformers for target molecule .

STUDY OF INTERACTION BETWEEN MONOMER UNITS FORMED BY
JOINING PHENYLALANINE AND GLUTAMIC ACID BY PEPTIDE BONDS
As the first step of analyzing the peptide linkage between the two chosen molecules , phenylalanine was
constructed step by step using tree branch method .

The phenylalanine was optimized in Gaussian 03 using semi empirical pm 3 method . It was finally
optimized in water medium for bringing it in its zwitter ion form . Also this procedure very beautifully

demonstrates the validity and usefulness of tree branch method . The inbuilt structure when optimized
shows energy much greater then the structure obtained from the tree branch optimization
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In an initial bid to analyze the pie stacking and the nature of bonding between phen , a dimer and then
trimer of phen was also optimized , to see the pie stacking and the nature of h-bonding between the
monomer units .

The result of analysis of dimer of phen showed following results
ENERGY : -1096.69451969 a.u.
R.M.S Gradient norm : 0.00001098 a.u.
On generating the MO’s of dimer , mainly two types of MO’s are seen . The s orbitals wavefunctions and
the p orbitals wavefunction .

on Further scrutiny of the MO’s it was found that initial MO’s were the ones that had nothing to do with
the molecular interactions and were restricted to the monomer and hence we can omit the initial MO
structure in further analysis .
In the similar fashion the trimer of phen was also optimized to study the h-bonding and to explore the
possibility of  stacking , if any , in between the monomer interactions .

In a similar fashion glutamic acid was also optimized , and now we had the two structures ready for
analysis of stacking of monomer units linked by peptide bonds .

Now if we closely analyze both the structure (phen and glutamic acid) , we will find that there are 3
peptide bonds possibe between the two molecules . Also due to availability of sites on glutamic acid ,

two phen molecules were also joined on single one .

in the first pic , one molecule of phen and glutamic acid are joined end to end . While in second
structure two phen are joine on to single phen molecule .

DIMER OF TWO PEPTIDE BOND MONOMER

the MO’s show the H-bonding betweeb the monomer units . The lower orbitals were excluded because
they are mainly s wavefunctions which do not participate in molecular bonds .

in the similar fashion trimer was also analyzed for the same monomer. they lined up side on and

s
provided a very good insight into the possiblity of their forming long chain structures . It was evident
from their Molecular analysis structures that they primarily combine via H-bonds . When the structure
was optimized for a tetramer , it showed similar result with the molecules lining side by side .
Also the molecular orbital analysis showed them to be connected by H-bonds and the there is also
significant twisting in the molecule as a whole

The molecule also showed some amount of  stacking . Due to twisting of the tetramer , it was not
probably captured at its best , but certainly there was a ceratin amount of  stacking present .

MATHEMATICAL PROCEDURES APPLIED AND USED
Two main methods used in analyzing these macromolecules. They were the Hartree fock and semiempirical method. The Hartree–Fock method assumes that the exact, N-body wave function of the
system can be approximated by a single permanent of N-spin orbitals . The Hartree–Fock method is
typically used to solve the time-independent Schrödinger equation for a multi-electron atom or
molecule as described in the Born Oppenheimer approximation .

The Hartree fock Method uses 5 major approximations in getting the wavefunctions.
1. The born oppenheimer approximation is inherently assumed. The full molecular wave function
is actually a function of the coordinates of each of the nuclei, in addition to those of the
electrons.
2. Relativistic effects are completely neglected.
3. The vibrational solution is always considered to linear combination of finite number of basis
sets, which are usually chosen to be orthogonal.

4. Each energy eigenfunctions is assumed to be described by single Slater determinant. an anti
symmetrized .
5. The mean field approximation is implied. Effects arising from his assumption, like that of
electron correlation are completely ignored.

The other faster, somewhat less accurate than Hartree fock , but extremely useful method used was
semi empirical PM 3 . It is based on neglect of differential diatomic overlap integral approximation.
Semi empirical method considerably reduces the number of integrals to be evaluated and is
significantly faster than the Hartree fock method.

The main analysis lies in interpreting the DLMO’s and finding a pattern or conclusion in the bonding
pattern of long chain protein structures.
the analysis showed that as more and more monomer unit of a long chain protein structure is added
, the structure gets more and more twisted . Also the processing time increases significantly with
increase in the number of atoms , and so with larger molecules semi empirical PM3 is the option left

SOME OF THE DLMO’s GENERATED (PICTURE APPENDIX)

THE s orbitals…not much significant

'p' wavefunction. clearly visible nodes

H-BONDING..BINGOO !!..:)

During the analysis of orbitals , for a typically large molecule we get dlmos in typical order of 300400 and hence its pretty necessary to phase out unimportant lower wavefunctions and to consider
only the higher and the more prominent ones involved in molecular bonding .

May be pie stacking..!

